
Name: ___________________

   Lily's Happy Bedtime
By Guy Belleranti

Lily couldn’t wait.  In a

minute Mom would come in and

read her a bedtime story!

Lily put a book on her chair. 

She put Monkey and Bear on her

bed.  Then Lily got into bed

between Monkey and Bear.

Mom came into the room.

She picked up the book and sat

in the chair.  “Ooo,” said Mom.

“I like this book.”

Lily smiled.  “Monkey and Bear like it, too,” She rested her head on 

her pillow.

Mom read the first few pages.

Lily giggled.  “Guess what, Mom?  You have read Monkey to sleep.”

Mom read more of the book. 

Lily giggled again.  “Now you have read Bear to sleep.”   

Mom finished reading the book.  

This time, Lily didn’t giggle.  She didn’t talk either.  Mom had read 

Lily asleep! 

“Sweet dreams,” Mom said, kissing Lily goodnight.
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Name: ___________________

Lily's Happy Bedtime
By Guy Belleranti

1.  What time of the day does the story take  
     place?

a. dinner time b. bath time 

c. bedtime d. play time

2.  Who listens to the story that Mom is reading? 

a. Lily b.  Monkey

c. Bear d.  Lily, Monkey, and Bear

3.  What happens after Mom reads the first few pages?

     ________________________________________________________________. 

  
4.  What happens after Mom reads more of the book?

    ________________________________________________________________.

5.  At the end of the story, why is Lily quiet when Mom finishes the book?

    ________________________________________________________________.
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Name: ___________________

Lily's Happy Bedtime
By Guy Belleranti

Draw lines to match the words from the story
with their meanings. 

1.  minute a. an object you sit on

2.  giggle b.     thoughts you have when 
you are sleeping 

3.  pillow c. laugh

4.  chair d. in the middle  

5.  dreams e. sixty seconds 

6.  between f. what you lay your head on 
when you sleep  
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Name: ___________________

Lily's Happy Bedtime
By Guy Belleranti

In the story, “Lily's Happy Bedtime,” Mom reads a
book to Lily, Monkey, and Bear. 

What is your favorite bedtime story?  Why do you
like that story?  Write your answer on the lines
below.  Use complete sentences.  

/////////////////////
/////////////////////
/////////////////////
/////////////////////
/////////////////////
/////////////////////
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ANSWER KEY 
                  Lily's Happy Bedtime

By Guy Belleranti

1.  What time of the day does the story take place?  c

a. dinner time b. bath time 

c. bedtime d. play time

2.  Who listens to the story that Mom is reading?  d 

a. Lily b.  Monkey

c. Bear d.  Lily, Monkey, and Bear

3.  What happens after Mom reads the first few pages?

      Lily says Monkey went to sleep. 

  
4.  What happens after Mom reads more of the book?

     Lily says Bear went to sleep. 

5.  At the end of the story, why is Lily quiet when Mom finishes the book?

    Lily is sleeping. 
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ANSWER KEY

Lily's Happy Bedtime
By Guy Belleranti

Draw lines to match the words from the story
with their meanings. 

1.  minute a. an object you sit on

2.  giggle b.     thoughts you have when 
you are sleeping 

3.  pillow c. laugh

4.  chair d. in the middle  

5.  dreams e. sixty seconds 

6.  between f. what you lay your head on 
when you sleep   

                                                   LD
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